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Rheology of defect networks in cholesteric liquid crystals

Laurence Ramos,* Martin Zapotocky,† T. C. Lubensky, and D. A. Weitz‡
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~Received 3 August 2001; published 25 September 2002!

The rheological properties of cholesteric liquid crystals containing networks of defects are investigated. A
network of linear defects of the ‘‘oily-streak’’ type is stabilized when colloidal particles are dispersed into the
cholesteric liquid crystals. This network converts the rheological response of a presheared cholesteric liquid
crystal from fluidlike to solidlike and leads to the formation of a ‘‘defect-mediated’’ solid. The frequency-
dependent complex shear modulusG* (v) is measured, for samples with and without inclusions, in both the
linear and nonlinear viscoelastic regimes. The linear elastic response mediated by the defect network is
discussed in terms of a model analogous to the theories of rubber elasticity. All our data forG* (v) are fitted
to a simplified theoretical form, and the values and variations of the fitting parameters, in the various regimes
investigated, are discussed in terms of the properties of defect structure present in the samples. Similar
rheological properties are expected to arise from particle-stabilized oily-streak defect networks in layered
systems such as smectic-A and lyotropicLa phases.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Defects are an inherent feature of all systems with lo
range order and play a crucial role in determining ma
properties of these materials. In particular, defects are kn
to have a dramatic effect on the mechanical properties
material. In this paper, we study the rheological properties
defect structures in cholesteric liquid crystals. As an int
duction to the system, we show an optical microscopy p
tograph~Fig. 1! that illustrates many of its key properties an
that can serve as a motivation for the remainder of the pa
Figure 1 shows a thin film of a cholesteric liquid cryst
between two glass plates, in the presence of colloidal in
sions of size exceeding the cholesteric pitchp. In the absence
of inclusions the sample exhibits the defect-free cholest
ordering; by contrast, the sample with colloidal inclusio
exhibits a dense network of linear defects~Fig. 1! with col-
loidal inclusions located exclusively at the nodes of the n
work. These defects are of the ‘‘oily-streak’’ type, and a
stabilized by the presence of the solid colloidal particles.
Fig. 1, the structure is strongly deformed due to the pass
~in approximately the horizontal direction! of a large air
bubble moving through the sample. Once the bubble dis
pears from the field of view, however, the network regains
original, undeformed configuration. This indicates that
defect network structure possesses elastic properties.

The goal of this paper is to investigate systematically h
the viscoelastic properties of a cholesteric liquid crystal
changed in the presence of colloidal inclusions, and to
derstand those changes in terms of the properties of o
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streak-type defect networks. The paper is organized as
lows. In Sec. II, we provide a general theoretical backgrou
and recall the main results reported previously@1# on choles-
teric thin films with and without inclusions. In Sec. III, w
demonstrate experimentally that at low frequencies and
strain amplitudes, an aligned bulk cholesteric liquid crys
subjected to a shear parallel to the cholesteric layers exh
a solidlike behavior when a defect network is present wit
higher elastic modulus than when no network is present.
present the observed frequency dependence of the com
shear modulus in both the linear and nonlinear viscoela
regimes, and contrast the robustness of gel-like behavio
cholesteric liquid crystals with colloidal inclusions to that
pure cholesteric liquid crystals in a state with a nonorien
texture. In Sec. IV, we briefly discuss the origins of vi
coelasticity of oily-streak defect networks and compare th
to those of crosslinked macromolecular networks in rubb
like solids. We argue that in the linear viscoelastic regime
rubber-type elasticity model is applicable to the choleste
system with defects. We then compare our measureme
obtained in the linear viscoelastic regime, to this mod
combined with the theory of intrinsic viscoelasticity o
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FIG. 1. Air bubble passing through the defect gel network in

system of thicknessH520 mm. The bubble travels at an angle o
10° clockwise from the horizontal direction. Scale bar is 100mm.
©2002 The American Physical Society11-1
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defect-free cholesteric liquid crystals. We analyze the d
for the frequency-dependent complex shear modulus in b
the linear and nonlinear regimes. We employ fitting functio
motivated by our model and discuss the values of the fitt
parameters in terms of the defect structure of the sample

II. THE PARTICLE-STABILIZED DEFECT NETWORK

A cholesteric liquid crystal@2# is composed of elongate
molecules with chiral interactions. In the cholesteric pha
the molecules have no translational order, but possess l
range orientational order, which can be characterized thro
the ‘‘director’’ field, n(r ), defined as the locally-average
orientation of the molecules at positionr . In contrast to nem-
atic liquid crystals@2#, where the directorn is independent of
position in the lowest-energy state, in cholesteric liquid cr
tals n(r ) undergoes a uniform rotation in a particular dire
tion, t, the cholesteric twist axis@see Fig. 2~a!#. The distance
p along this axis in which the director undergoes a rotation
360° is defined as the cholesteric pitch. In the lowest ene
state, a cholesteric liquid crystal can therefore be regarde
a structure of equally spaced planes sharing a common
lecular orientation, the layer spacing beingp/2 @Fig. 2~a!#.

Departures from this ideal structure lead to a cost in
bulk free energy density which is usually written in terms
the director fieldn(r ) @2#. We can, however, still define
‘‘cholesteric layers’’ in the deformed structure as connec
surfaces that are everywhere normal to the local direction
the cholesteric twist axist. The free energy density can the

FIG. 2. ~a! The planar texture configuration of a choleste
liquid crystal of pitchp and film thicknessH. The cholesteric pitch
axis t is oriented perpendicular to the film surfaces, and the el
gated molecules undergo a helical rotation while staying perp
dicular to this axis~the molecules drawn with ‘‘nail heads’’ ar
tilted out of the page by 45°, with the nail head end towards
front of the page!. When colloidal inclusions of sizeRinc.p are
added into the system, this ideal planar structure is modified a
planar network of linear defects is stabilized.~b! Arrangement of
cholesteric layers in the cross sections of a symmetric oily strea
the planar texture geometry.
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be viewed as arising from the bending of the layers and fr
the deviations of their distance fromp/2. For the purposes o
this paper, it will be convenient to describe the configurat
of a cholesteric liquid crystal in terms of the ‘‘cholester
layers,’’ rather than directly in terms of the director fie
n(r ).

We thus view a cholesteric liquid crystal as a layer
medium @3# and write its bulk free energy density in th
generic form appropriate for lamellar systems~see, e.g.,
Ref. @4#!,

f lam5
1

2
KS 1

R1
1

1

R2
D 2

1K̄S 1

R1R2
D1

1

2
Be2, ~1!

whereR1 andR2 are the local values of the principal radii o
curvature of the layers,K is the mean bending rigidity,K̄ is
the Gaussian bending rigidity,B is the compression modulus
ande[dh/h is the local relative variation in layer spacingh.
It can be formally shown@5# that for small layer deforma-
tions, the cholesteric free energy can be written as Eq.~1!
with K5(3/16)K33 andB5(2p/p)2K22, wherep is the cho-
lesteric pitch and the elastic constantsK33 andK22, respec-
tively, are the bend and twist elastic constants in the direc
based description@2#.

In a previous work@1#, we demonstrated through direc
optical observations that in thin cholesteric films~thickness
H of the order ofp), a dense planar network of linear defec
can be stabilized by the introduction of colloidal inclusio
of size Rinc exceeding the pitchp of the cholesteric liquid
crystal. Moreover, optical observations of thicker samp
(H of order 10p) show a three-dimensional network of line
defects with a structure similar to that of the network in th
samples@6#. The linear defects are ‘‘oily streaks,’’ the mo
common type of defects observed in layered structures in
planar geometry. ‘‘Symmetric’’ oily streaks~predominant in
thin film samples! can be viewed as being composed of tw
disclination lines of strength11/2 with an equal number o
layers rotating about each disclination line; the structure
such a defect is illustrated in Fig. 2~b!. The oily streak has an
elastic energy per unit length, or line tension, which is giv
approximately@1# by the mean bending rigidityK in Eq. ~1!.
We have shown that in bulk samples the stabilized de
network converts a system that is fluidlike in the absence
defects to adefect-mediated solidcharacterized by a gel-like
rheology at low frequencies@1#. Our understanding of this
behavior is based on viewing a cholesteric liquid crystal a
lamellar medium@3#, and similar phenomena are therefo
expected to occur in other types of layered materials. C
sistent with this, stabilized oily-streak-type defect networ
have also been observed in lyotropicLa phases and found to
alter the rheological properties of the system@7,8#.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Generalities

The cholesteric liquid crystal studied consists of a mixtu
of cyanobiphenyls doped with chiral molecules. The amo
of chiral dopant sets the equilibrium pitchp of the sample,
which is measured using the conventional Cano wedge te
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nique @2#. In our experiments, we use samples withp
515 mm. As colloidal inclusions, we use silica particles
diameter 1mm. Once incorporated into the liquid crysta
they form clusters of typical size 10–30mm. We use a
Rheometrics strain-controlled rheometer~model Ares!, with
a 10 g cm transducer in the double-wall Couette geome
with an inner gap of 1 mm and an outer gap of 1.17 m
Two types of experiments are performed. Oscillatory m
surements are made at a constant strain amplitudeg over a
frequency range from 0.01 to 100 rad/sec, and the storag
elastic modulus,G8(v), and the loss modulus,G9(v), are
determined. In addition, the apparent viscosityh of the
samples was determined from the ratio of the measu

stresss to the applied shear rateġ, using steady rate swee
experiments, from 0.015 to 100 sec21.

B. Nonaligned samples

In the first set of experiments, the samples are submi
to the following thermal treatment: they are first heated up
70 °C , which is above the isotropic transition temperat
(Tc.63 °C) and then quenched to 20 °C. All measureme
are performed after the quench at a temperature of 20 °C.
note that the time required for the temperature of the sam
to decrease from 70 °C to the transition temperatureTc is
less; while the time required to decrease the temperatur
20 °C is much longer~about 20 minutes!. This larger cooling
time does not, however, appear to affect our results since
do not observe any changes in the data over a period of
following the quench. This is consistent with the measu
ments of the rate of coarsening of the defects found for t
films @1#, where the time needed to obtain a defect-fr
sample after a temperature quench varies exponentially
the thicknessH of the cholesteric sample. We expect that t
coarsening time of the defect structure in bulk samples
very long compared to the typical experimental time. T
suggests that there should not be any observable chang
the density of defects on the time scale of our experime
Cholesteric samples with and without inclusions are stud

We first determine the regime of linear viscoelasticity
making oscillatory measurements in which the maxim
strain amplitude,g, is increased from 1023 to 1, for fre-
quencies of 0.1 rad/sec and 1 rad/sec. As shown in Fig. 3
v51 rad/sec, up to a maximum strain amplitude of ab
0.06, bothG8 andG9 do not depend on the amplitude of th
applied strain, setting the upper limit of the linear regim
The storage and loss moduli are then measured as a fun
of frequency in the linear regime, usingg50.05, and the
experimental results are shown in Fig. 4. There is an ex
superposition of the data obtained with pure choleste
samples and with cholesteric samples containing collo
inclusions. The materials exhibit a behavior very similar
that of gels. At low frequencies the elastic modulusG8
reaches a plateau,G0, whereG051 dyn/cm2, and the elastic
modulus is larger than the loss modulusG9. At high frequen-
cies a fluidlike behavior is recovered, with a loss modu
G9 larger than the elastic modulusG8. At a critical fre-
quencyvc51 rad/sec, there is a crossover from the sol
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like regime whereG8.G9 and the fluidlike regime where
G9.G8.

The gel-like behavior explains the ability of a bulk ch
lesteric sample to suspend colloidal particles. Moreover,
rheological behavior agrees qualitatively with previous o
servations for other layered mesophases, such as small
ecules and polymeric smectic phases under equivalent
perimental conditions@9,10#. Our moduli are three or four
orders of magnitude smaller than those of typical smect
The rheological response we obtain is consistent with
samples being in a completely randomly oriented state,
duced by the thermal quench. In the randomly oriented t
ture, with an isotropic distribution of the cholesteric laye
the material is sheared in a direction that is not parallel to
layers in most of the sample. This leads to relative change
the layer spacing of the order ofg and to a compression
energy cost of the orderBg2 per unit volume, whereB is the
compression modulus of the layered medium. This cor
sponds to a stress of the order ofBg and consequently to a
modulus of the order ofB. In cholesteric liquid crystals, the
compression modulus is related to the bending moduluK
and the cholesteric pitchp by B5K(2p/p)2 @5#. Taking the

FIG. 3. The strain amplitude dependence of the storageG8
~solid circles! and the lossG9 ~open circles! moduli for a quenched
sample. Measurements were performed at a frequencyv51 rad/sec.

FIG. 4. The frequency dependence of the storageG8 ~solid sym-
bols! and the lossG9 ~open symbols! moduli of a pure cholesteric
sample~upwards triangles! and a cholesteric sample with inclusion
~downwards triangles!. The strain amplitude isg50.05. Both
samples were first submitted to a temperature quench.
1-3
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value K.1026 dyn, typical for cholesteric liquid crystals
we find B to be of the order of 10 dyn/cm2, in rough agree-
ment with the experimentally measured value ofG0
51 dyn/cm2.

Steady rate sweep experiments are performed after
thermal quench. We first scan from low to high shear ra
and then from high to low shear rates. Again, pure cho
teric samples and cholesteric samples with inclusions g
exactly the same responses for the increasing shear rate
shown in Fig. 5, the samples exhibit a strong shear thinn
with the effective viscosity decreasing from 15 P down to
cP. A constant value of viscosity is reached in this particu
experiment at a shear rateġ.10 sec21. In sharp contrast, a
the shear rate is decreased, the pure cholesteric sampl
hibits only a weak variation of its effective viscosity, wit
changes by about 20%. Moreover, samples containing
loidal inclusions exhibit a different behavior~see following
subsection!. These experiments indicate that the applicat
of a shear rate induces a strong and irreversible modifica
of the mechanical properties of a quenched, initially ra
domly oriented, material. This is the signature of a transit
from a fully randomly oriented sample to an aligned samp

These results indicate that there is no difference in
rheological response between pure cholesteric samples
those with inclusions, provided the samples remain in a fu
randomly oriented state. Any effect of the inclusions on

FIG. 5. The shear-rate dependence of the effective viscosith
for a pure cholesteric sample~pluses!, and a cholesteric sample wit

inclusions~circles!, which were both presheared~for 500 sec atġ
510 sec21), and for a pure cholesteric sample that was submit
to a temperature quench~triangles!. For the quenched sample~tri-
angles!, the solid symbols represent the measurements perfor
right after the quench with the shear rate increasing from low

high values ofġ ~increasing!, while the open symbols represent th

measurements performed decreasing~from high to low ġ) subse-
quent to the increasing scan. The quenched sample exhibits a s
shear thinning along the increasing scan, and a very weak one i
decreasing scan. The decreasing data exactly superimpose
those of the presheared pure cholesteric sample~pluses!; consecu-
tive runs give the same results. The presheared sample with in
sions exhibits an intermediate shear-thinning that is reversible:
increasing~solid circles! and decreasing~open circles! sweeps give
similar results.
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viscoelastic response of a cholesteric liquid crystal is co
pletely hidden by the response due to the randomly orien
texture. Thus, investigation of the effect of the inclusions
the rheological properties of a cholesteric liquid crystal
quires an oriented structure of the liquid crystal phase. T
can be achieved by preshearing the sample.

C. Shear-aligned samples

In this second set of experiments, measurements are
ried out after strongly preshearing the samples for 500 se
a shear rate of 10 sec21 and at a temperature of 20 °C. Th
results of the preceding section imply that a preshear at
rate and duration leads to an alignment of the cholest
layers in the entire sample. Because of this alignment, all
results reported in this section do not depend on whethe
not the sample was quenched before the preshear. We a
investigate pure cholesteric samples and cholesteric sam
with inclusions. Strain sweep experiments~Fig. 6! confirm
that, atg50.05, the measurements of the frequency dep
dence of the complex modulus described in the preced
section correspond to the linear regime, since up tog
>0.05, bothG8(v) andG9(v) do not depend on the strai
amplitude within experimental precision.

After the preshear, oscillatory measurements show
the viscoelasticity of the pure cholesteric sample is do
nated by the viscous part, since over the whole range
frequencies explored, the loss modulusG9(v) is larger than
the storage modulusG8(v) @Fig. 7~a!#: this sample exhibits
a fluidlike behavior. For frequencies larger than 10 rad/s
one observes a behavior typical of a Maxwell fluid:G9(v)
5hv, with an effective viscosity ofh543 cP, andG8(v)
5htv2, with a relaxation timet55.6 msec. The value ofh
agrees well with the viscosity measured in the shear-
sweep experiments described in the preceding section. I
moreover, of the same order of magnitude as the viscosit
a nematic phase@2#. The characteristic relaxation frequenc
1/t.200 rad/sec is higher than the upper limit of the me
sured frequency range, consistent with our observation
terminal Maxwell-fluid behavior.
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FIG. 6. The strain amplitude dependence of the storageG8
~solid circles! and the lossG9 ~open circles! moduli for a pres-
heared sample with inclusions. Measurements were performed
frequencyv51 rad/sec.
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FIG. 7. The frequency dependence of the storageG8(v) ~solid symbols! and the lossG9(v) ~open symbols! moduli, for a pure
cholesteric sample~circles! and a cholesteric sample with inclusions~squares!. The strain amplitude isg50.05. The samples were pres

heared for 500 sec at a shear rate ofġ510 sec21. ~a! G8(v) andG9(v) for a pure cholesteric sample,~b! G8(v) andG9(v) for a sample
with inclusions,~c! G9(v), and~d! G8(v), for samples with and without inclusions.
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When the same preshear treatment is applied to the
lesteric samples with inclusions, a clear difference is
served~Fig. 7!: while the loss modulus remains the sam
@Fig. 7~c!#, the storage modulus of the sample with incl
sions increases significantly at low frequencies@Fig. 7~d!#.
Moreover, belowv51 rad/sec, the storage modulus reach
a plateau,G050.3 dyn/cm2. In addition,G8(v) andG9(v)
cross atvc.0.5 rad/sec, below which the behavior is ela
tic, with the storage modulus larger than the loss modu
These features provide a clear signature of the gel-like
havior of the cholesteric liquid crystal with inclusions, co
sistent with the predictions that will be given in the theor
ical section. Furthermore, the control of the concentration
particles incorporated in the liquid crystal enables us to t
the height of the plateau of the storage modulus and th
fore the strength of the gel, as shown in Fig. 8, where t
concentrations of particles, with volume fraction of 0.3
and 0.4%, respectively, are used. The loss modulus exh
only a very weak variation with the particle concentrati
over the entire range of frequency, while the storage modu
shows a marked increase with particle concentration
frequencies smaller than 20 rad/sec. In particular,
low-frequency plateau modulus increases from 0.2
0.4 dyn/cm2 as the concentration increases.
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Pure cholesteric samples and those with inclusions a
exhibit markedly different behavior in the shear rate swe
experiments. The effective viscosity of a presheared p
cholesteric sample depends only weakly on the shear rat
can be seen in Fig. 5. There is a shear thinning of ab

FIG. 8. The frequency dependence of the storageG8(v) ~solid
symbols! and the lossG9(v) ~open symbols! moduli of cholesteric
samples containing inclusions at a volume fraction of 0.3
~squares! and 0.4%~triangles!. The strain amplitude isg50.05.

Both samples were presheared for 500 sec atġ510 sec21.
1-5
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20%, and the viscosity reaches the plateau value of 50 cP
rates larger than 5 sec21. This value is in good agreemen
with the value derived from the oscillatory experimen
(43 cP). Increasing and decreasing rate sweeps result in
actly the same behavior. These data can also be supe
posed on those obtained from a quenched sample when
shear rate is decreased.

Presheared samples with inclusions give results in c
contrast with those of pure cholesteric samples. The sam
containing colloidal particles display a shear-thinning beh
ior: the apparent viscosity decreases from 180 cP down
57 cP, this value being reached at about 10 sec21. The
shear-thinning behavior appears much more pronounced
in the case of a pure cholesteric presheared sample~more
than 200% compared to 20%). It is, nevertheless, much
pronounced than it is in a quenched pure cholesteric sam
however, by contrast, it is permanent, with two consecut
measurements giving the same results.

To investigate the nonlinear viscoelastic regime of pr
heared samples with inclusions, oscillatory measurem
are made at a frequencyv51 rad/sec and for increasin
strain amplitudes,g, from 0.05 to 0.4. We note~Fig. 6! that
the decrease ofG8(v) with increasingg starts at a lower
strain amplitude and is more pronounced than the decrea
G9(v). In the nonlinear regime, the frequency depende
of G8(v) andG9(v) for each value ofg is shown in Fig. 9.
In the range ofg investigated, the loss modulusG9(v) de-
creases weakly wheng increases, while the storage modul
G8(v) varies much more strongly. This is consistent w
what is observed in the strain-sweep measurements. We
that if a measurement at low strain amplitude (g50.05) is
repeated after one at large amplitude, the results obta
from the two measurements at low amplitude are identic

When aligned by preshear, pure cholesteric samples
samples containing inclusions exhibit markedly differe
rheological behavior. In particular, linear oscillatory me
surements show a transition from a fluidlike behavior to
gel-like behavior arising from the presence of inclusions@1#.
As will be discussed in the theoretical section, this gel-l

FIG. 9. The frequency dependence of the storageG8 ~solid sym-
bols! and the lossG9 ~open symbols! moduli of cholesteric sample
containing inclusions. Measurements were performed with a st
amplitudeg50.05~squares!, 0.20~triangles!, and 0.40~diamonds!.

The samples were presheared for 500 sec atġ510 sec21.
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behavior is consistent with the picture of a connected n
work of linear defects under tension, the network being s
bilized by the inclusions located at the nodes. Moreover, b
the steady-rate experiments and the oscillatory experim
performed in the nonlinear regime show that large strain a
plitudes or strong shear rates do not lead to irrevers
changes of the viscoelastic response. This suggests that
do not induce permanent modifications of the defect n
work, such as breaks of the linear defects or irreversi
disconnections of the defects from the nodes.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Theoretical considerations

The experiments described in the preceding section s
gest that presheared bulk cholesteric samples with collo
inclusions contain a stabilized three-dimensional network
defects of the oily-streak type. The structure of the oi
streak network is reminiscent of that of crosslinked mac
molecular solids: the defects play the role of polymers, wh
the colloidal inclusions located at the nodes of the oily-stre
network play the role of chemical crosslinks. On appropri
time scales@11#, the defect structure can be viewed as
crosslinked network of elastic bonds that exert forces~deter-
mined by the defect line tensionT ! at the network nodes. We
can therefore expect similarities between the mechan
properties of the oily-streak network and those of rubber m
terials @12#.

It is also immediately clear, however, that there are i
portant limitations on the analogy between macromolecu
gels and oily-streak networks. First, at low deformation a
plitude and frequency, the force-extension law for the lin
in the case of rubber is Hookean~i.e., their line tension in-
creases in proportion to their extension!, while the line ten-
sion of the oily streaks isindependentof their length. Sec-
ond, the origin of elasticity of the macromolecular links
rubber is purely entropic. In contrast, the line tension of
oily streak is of the order ofK, whereK is the cholesteric
elastic constant. The characteristic energy scale for defor
tion of an oily-streak link,Kp ~where p is the cholesteric
pitch!, exceeds thermal energies by several orders of ma
tude.

It is useful to contrast the behavior of macromolecu
and of oily-streak networks in astep-stressexperiment.
When a step stress is applied to rubber in equilibrium
deforms until the applied stress is balanced by the indu
stress arising from the anisotropy of the distribution of lin
and the increased line tension of the extended links. The r
of the applied stress to the resultant strain determines
shear modulusG. A different behavior is expected to occur i
the case of the oily-streak network, as the maximum str
generated by one link is now extension independent. A hi
enough applied stress~exceeding the yield stresssy) thus
cannot be counteracted by induced stresses, and the ma
will flow: the node locations will continue displacing and th
streaks extending until the criterion for a substantial top
logical rearrangement or rupture of the network is reach
Thus the oily-streak network behaves as a viscoplastic so
or ‘‘Bingham fluid’’ @13#.

in
1-6
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TABLE I. Values of fit parametersG0 , bd(g), andbo(g) in G8(v,g)5G0(g)1bd(g)v1/21bo(g)v2

@Eq. ~2!# for presheared and nonpresheared samples measured at different strain amplitudesg. The fits are
shown in Figs. 10 and 12.

Sample g G0 bd (dyn/cm2 sec1/2) bo(g)(P sec)

Nonpresheared 0.05 0.75 1.68 2.4231023

Presheared with no inclusions 0.05 0.065 0.11 2.1431023

Presheared with inclusions 0.05 0.27 0.42 2.2531023

0.20 0.050 0.27 2.1031023

0.30 0.054 0.19 2.1231023

0.40 0.010 0.17 2.0831023
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The elastic shear modulus at low frequencies and am
tudes,G0, of an oily-streak network can be estimated usi
arguments analogous to those used for rubber elasticity@12#.
These predictG0.nw/3, wherew is the strain energy store
in one network element andn.dnet

23 is their number density
with dnet the average mesh size of the elastic network.
oily-streak defects with line tensionT, w5Tdnet, and G0

.T /dnet
2 . TakingT .10 K.1025dyn anddnet550 mm, we

obtain G0.0.4 dyn/cm2. This corresponds to a very wea
gel.

Note that in this section, we have considered only stres
directly generated by the network of oily-streak defects. T
elastic and viscous moduli of a real cholesteric liquid crys
will be influenced by contributions arising from the intrins
viscoelasticity of a nondeformed cholesteric liquid crys
and from possible quenched-in textures of non-oily-stre
type. We will allow for these contributions in the followin
section.

B. Data analysis

In the experiments~Sec. III!, the pure cholesteric sampl
exhibits a typical ‘‘terminal’’ behavior of a Maxwell fluid
for v>10 rad/sec: G9(v)5vh with effective viscosity
h543 cP and G8(v)5v2ht with relaxation time t
55.6 msec. This value oft agrees well with the characte
istic relaxation time of the director,tdir5(g1 /K)(p/4p)2

.6.7 msec. When colloidal inclusions are added,
Maxwell-fluid behavior characteristic of the pure choleste
sample persists forv>50 rad/sec. At lower frequencies
however,G8(v) exhibits a pronounced increase compared
the pure cholesteric case, whileG9(v) is not changed. This
reflects the elasticity of the oily streak defects present in
sample. Belowv51 rad/sec, we observe a plateau in t
storage modulusG8(v) of magnitudeG050.3 dyn/cm2.
The value of G0 is consistent with the prediction give
above. Furthermore, the curves forG8(v) andG9(v) cross
at v.vg50.5 rad/sec, and to within experimental pre
sion, G8(v).G9(v) for v,vg . This provides a signature
of gel-like behavior and is consistent with our model of
particle-stabilized defect network.

We stress that even though ‘‘misaligned’’ regions, whe
cholesteric layers are oriented at a nonzero angle with
spect to shear and are therefore compressed, do exist i
vicinity of the colloidal inclusions and in the center of th
oily streaks, their deformation relaxes on short time sca
03171
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and such regions are not responsible for the observed s
like behavior in the presheared samples. These regions
however, expected to give contributions of the formG8(v)
;v1/2 and G9(v);v1/2 at intermediate frequencies@14#.
The nonzero value of the low-frequency storage modulusG0
arises primarily from the presence of the connected netw
of linear objects with nonzero line tension, the deformati
of which cannot fully relax.

The theoretical discussion given above suggests that
frequency dependence of the storage modulusG8 in pres-
heared samples with colloidal inclusions can be describe
a sum of three contributions:G0 arising from the zero-
frequency shear modulus of the defect network,bdv1/2 aris-
ing from the disoriented~misaligned! parts of the sample
andbov2 arising from the regions of the sample where t
layers are parallel to the shear direction~i.e., most of the
sample!. Thus we can write

G8~v!5G01bdv1/21bov2, ~2!

with G0.T /dnet
2 and bo.h(g1 /K)(p/4p)2. As for bd ,

we estimate its value using the resultG8
.(p/24A2)A(Bh) v1/2 derived for fully disoriented lamel-
lar phases @14#. For a cholesteric liquid crystal,B
5K(2p/p)2. Moreover, in our samples, only part of th
sample, is expected to be in the disoriented state. We de
z as the fraction of the sample in a disoriented state. To a
order of approximation, we can assumebd to be proportional
to z; we therefore expectbd.z (p2/12A2p)A(Kh).

A similar analysis can be performed for the loss modu
G9(v). In this case, we do not expect a plateau contribut
at low frequencies, we, however, expect the ordered par
the sample to result in a Maxwell-fluid type contributio
linear in v, and the disoriented parts of the sample to res
in a v1/2 contribution, of the same magnitude as in the ca
of G8(v) @14#. We therefore write

G9~v!5adv1/21aov, ~3!

where the theoretically expected values areao5h and ad

5bd5z(p2/12A2p)A(Kh) @14#. These functional forms
can be fit to our data to describe the full frequency dep
dence ofG8(v) andG9(v).
1-7
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RAMOS, ZAPOTOCKY, LUBENSKY, AND WEITZ PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 031711 ~2002!
1. Linear regime

The results of fitting our data for the storage modulusG8
in the linear viscoelastic regime (g50.05) to Eq.~2! are
displayed in Table I. For the presheared sample with inc
sions, a good fit of the data is obtained across the en
measured frequency range, as shown in Fig. 10. We ob
G050.266 dyn/cm2, bd50.416 dyn/cm2 sec1/2, bo52.25
31023 dyn/cm2 sec2. The values ofG0 and bo are consis-
tent with theoretical expectations. As for the parameterbd ,
the theoretical expectation withp515 mm, K51026 dyn,
h543 cP isbd.z31.5 dyn/cm2 sec1/2, corresponding toz
of the order of 0.1.

We now repeat the fitting procedure forG8 measured in
the nonpresheared sample and in the presheared sample
inclusions. In both cases, the quality of the fit is compara
to the case of the presheared sample with inclusi
~Fig. 10!. For the presheared sample without inclusio

FIG. 10. The frequency dependence of the storage modulusG8
for a pure cholesteric sample submitted to a temperature qu
~squares!, for a presheared cholesteric sample without inclusio
~circles! and a presheared sample with inclusions~triangles!. The
strain amplitude isg50.05. The solids lines are the fits of the da
to Eq. ~2!. The values of the parameters obtained from the fit
listed in Table I.

FIG. 11. The frequency dependence of the loss modulusG9 for
a pure cholesteric sample submitted to a temperature qu
~squares!, for a presheared cholesteric sample without inclusio
~circles! and a presheared sample with inclusions~triangles!. The
strain amplitude isg50.05. The solids lines are the fits of the da
to Eq. ~3!. The values of the parameters obtained from the fits
listed in Table II.
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the fit parameters are G050.065 dyn/cm2, bd

50.11 dyn/cm2 sec1/2, bo52.1431023 dyn/cm2 sec2. Note
that the value ofG0 is significantly lower than in the sampl
with inclusions, indicating that the average distance betw
defects increases in the absence of inclusions; this ag
with our expectation that inclusions make the dens
of defects increase by stabilizing these defects. For
nonpresheared sample, the fit parameter values
G050.75 dyn/cm2, bd51.68 dyn/cm2 sec1/2, bo52.42
31023 dyn/cm2 sec2. The value ofG0 is larger than in non-
presheared samples but remains one order of magnitude
low the bulk compression modulusB.10 dyn/cm2 @15#. The
values ofbo are identical in the three cases, as expected
an intrinsic property of a cholesteric liquid crystal. The val
of bd in the nonpresheared sample is significantly larger th
in both presheared samples. Since we expectbd to be pro-
portional to the relative volumez of the sample that is in the
disoriented state, the values listed in Table I imply thatz for
the presheared sample with no inclusions is 15 times sma
than for the nonpresheared sample. For the preshe
sample with inclusions,z is four times larger than withou
inclusions; this can be attributed to the presence of dis
dered regions associated with the defect network.

The data for the frequency dependence of the loss mo
lus G9(v) for the same three samples discussed above
fitted using Eq.~3!. The results of the fits are displayed
Fig. 11 and in Table II. The fit of the data forG9(v) with Eq.
~3! is generally of lower quality as compared to the fit f
G8(v) with Eq. ~2!. The value of the effective viscosityao ,
however, varies only slightly~from 39 cP to 44 cP! and is
consistent with all other cases. Theoretically, one expe
@14# the contributions from the disoriented regions toG8(v)
andG9(v) to be identical:ad5bd in each sample. Although
not strictly equal, the values ofad extracted from our fits are
indeed comparable to the values ofbd . Furthermore,ad
values show the same trends as those forbd : ad for the
nonpresheared sample is significantly higher than for
presheared sample with inclusions, which in turn is high
thanad for the presheared sample without inclusions.

We conclude that Eq.~2! and Eq.~3! adequately describe
our data for, respectively, the storage modulusG8(v) and
the loss modulusG9(v) in the linear viscoelastic regime
and, furthermore, that the values of the fit parameters
overall consistent with theoretical expectations.

TABLE II. Values of fit parametersad(g) and ao(g) in
G9(v,g)5ad(g)v1/21ao(g)v @Eq. ~3!# for presheared and non
presheared samples measured at different strain amplitudesg. The
fits are shown in Fig. 11.

Sample g ad(dyn/cm2 sec1/2) ao(g)(P)

Nonpresheared 0.05 2.1 0.44
Presheared with no inclusions 0.05 0.48 0.39
Presheared with inclusions 0.05 0.70 0.42

0.20 0.65 0.41
0.30 0.61 0.41
0.40 0.57 0.41
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RHEOLOGY OF DEFECT NETWORKS IN CHOLESTERIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 031711 ~2002!
2. Nonlinear regime

Equations~2! and~3! are also used to analyze the data
the nonlinear regime, attained at higher maximum sh
strain amplitudes, for the presheared sample with inclusio
The fits ofG8(v) are shown in Fig. 12 and the results of th
fits of both G8(v) and G9(v) are summarized in Tables
and II. The parametersbo and ao , which characterize the
intrinsic viscoelasticity of the cholesteric liquid crystal, r
main constant in the entire range of strain amplitude inv
tigated (g50.05 tog50.4). This shows that, in this range o
g, the intrinsic response of a cholesteric liquid crystal
mains in the linear regime, and therefore the nonlinear c
tributions arise mainly from the network of defects. The lo
modulusG9(v) exhibits a much weaker variation withg
than the storage modulusG8(v) ~Fig. 9!. Thus, we focus on
the behavior ofG8(v,g).

We find that the zero-frequency shear modulusG0 is sig-
nificantly smaller forg>0.2 than forg50.05. This may be
a consequence of the 1/g dependence of the crossover fr
quencyvc predicted theoretically.

In addition, strain sweep experiments were carried
with strain amplitudesg up to 4, for different fixed frequen
cies (v50.1 rad/sec,v50.3 rad/sec, andv51 rad/sec).
The results are summarized in Fig. 13, where we show
the productgG8(v,g) is essentiallyg independent for maxi-
mum strain amplitudes larger than 0.2. We find th
gG8(v,g).sy(v). Furthermore,sy(v) is found to vary
linearly with the frequency~see inset of Fig. 13!. The zero-
frequency limit of sy(v) defines the yield stresssy , for
which we obtain a value of 0.015 dyn/cm2. By contrast, from
the values in Table I, it can be seen that, in the rangeg
>0.2, and 1<v<10 rad/sec,G8(v,g) is dominated by the
contributionbdv1/2 arising from the disoriented parts of th
sample. Thebd dependence itself can be fitted to the for
Gf /(11g/gc) ~Fig. 14! introduced by Colby@10#. Here, the
parameterGf(v) has the meaning ofG8(v) in the linear
viscoelastic regime (g<0.05 in our case! and gc has the
meaning of ayield strain. We obtainGf50.53 dyn/cm2 and

FIG. 12. The frequency dependence of the storage modulusG8
for a cholesteric sample with inclusions submitted beforehand

preshear~for 500 sec at a shear rate ofġ510 sec21). Measure-
ments were performed with maximum strain amplitudes ofg
50.05 ~circles!, 0.20 ~squares!, 0.30 ~triangles!, and 0.40~dia-
monds!. The solids lines are the fits of the data with Eq.~2!. The
values of the parameters obtained from the fits are listed in Tab
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gc50.18. There follows a prediction for the value of th
yield stress in our material:sy5gcGf.0.05 dyn/cm2, in
reasonable agreement with the value ofsy directly deter-
mined from the strain sweep experiments. This provide
nontrivial crosscheck of the consistency of our interpretat
of the data.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the rheological properties of choleste
liquid crystals and related the viscoelastic behavior to
defect structures of the samples. This defect structure ca
controlled by the introduction of colloidal particles into
cholesteric liquid crystal. A simple model accounting f
both the intrinsic viscoelasticity of the cholesteric liqu
crystal and the viscoelasticity arising from the defect str

a

I.

FIG. 13. The maximum-strain-amplitude dependence of
storage modulusG8 times the straing for a presheared sample wit
inclusions. Measurements were performed at frequencies ov
50.1 rad/sec~crosses!, v50.3 rad/sec~squares!, v51 rad/sec
~circles!. Inset, plateau inG8g as a function of the frequencyv.
The solid line is a linear fit of the data.

FIG. 14. The fit parameter,bd , as a function of the strain am
plitude g. The values ofbd are derived from the fits ofG8(v,g)
for presheared samples with inclusions~Fig. 12!. The solid curve
shows a fit ofbd(g) by the functionGf /(11g/gc) @10#, with Gf

50.53 dyn/cm2andgc50.18.
1-9
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ture allows us to fit the frequency dependence of the co
plex moduli in both the linear and the nonlinear regimes. T
fit parameters are discussed in terms of the defect struc
which exists in presheared and nonpresheared samples,
or without inclusions. A presheared sample without inc
sions exhibits a fluidlike behavior, while a presheared sam
with inclusions displays a gel-like behavior, with an increa
of the elastic modulusG8 at low frequency. We interpret thi
increase ofG8 as a signature of a network of linear defe
under tension. This defect-mediated increase of the ela
modulus of layered media is intrinsically different from th
obtained when particles are dispersed in systems suc
polymer solutions and melts@17,18#, which have no long-
range order and do not support defect structures. It is
different from the solidlike rigidity observed in macroscop
cally disordered samples of layered phases@9,10#, whose ori-
gin is bulk region with layers unfavorably aligned relative
A

ct
e
ho
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er

A

m
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the shear direction. In these cases, the rigidity cannot sur
shear-induced alignment of the randomly oriented regions
contrast, the defect network stabilized by colloidal inclusio
and its solidlike elasticity are not destroyed by such sh
alignment.
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